
27“ON THE SURFACE”
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Spray Finish?  
Vote “NO”

Why do painters insist on leaving little or no 
texture? With plasterboard requiring a texture 
finish to create a uniform surface, and with 
paint blasted on by airless spray in hot weather, 
without backrolling the chances are slim.

Today, as never before, all screw/nail holes have 
to be sanded, as do patches. Joint edges appear 
prominent in severe light, scratching on external 
corners requires special attention. A first class 
plaster finish can only be achieved with a first 
class paint system.

The normal pre-paint patching process has 
become a source of frustration, as plasterers are 
requested to fix areas that can be seen in certain 
lighting conditions but cannot be identified by feel.

Today, plastering skills are pushed to the limit as 
expectations become unreasonable, and the tug 
of war between common sense and cost cutting 
impacts on industry standards and what can 
reasonably be provided. 

When it comes to the decoration of plasterboard 
surfaces, I am constantly surprised at the lack 
of consideration given to the overall system and 
method of application.

Today, as never before, plaster finishes are 
genuinely disadvantaged with the current 
painting process.

Whilst it is understood that the spray application 
is here to stay, what is not so understood is 
overlooking the importance of back rolling to 
provide the required texture and uniformity.

The objective of the system is to make two 
entirely different surfaces appear similar, so 
why reduce the texture when texture = hiding 
power?  The sheer size of the surface area (wall 
and ceiling) to be painted automatically suggests 
any labour intensive preparation (sanding etc.) 
will be limited, as opposed to automotive or 
furniture restoration.  Yet – surprise! surprise! – 
the expectations of the finish remains the same.


